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PRODUCTION MONITORS     AE2X-503C SERIES

Used with the AE-503DX2 Controller

MONITOR  PRODUCTION  "GOAL"
and "ACTUAL" PERFORMANCE

Other digit sizes and configuraions are also available.  Call us with your specifications.

Models available

2.3" High, Super Bright,
Red LED Digits

Visible up to 100 feet.

AE-503DX2 ControllerAE26/2-503C
Dual Line Display

AE26-503C   Single-Sided, Dual line Display with Six
2.3" Super Bright Red LED Digits per line and a wall
mount NEMA 12 enclosure (20"W x 16"H x 7"D).

Rugged NEMA 12
Single or Double Sided

Enclosures.

MODULAR DESIGN  -  EASILY CONFIGURED TO YOUR NEEDS. .

The system provides: a programmable pace that
automatically paces the "GOAL" display, a program-
mable count quantity that increments the "ACTUAL"
count by the programmed amount each time the
COUNT button is depressed - ideal for counting
cartons of product, a RUN/HOLD switch to hold the
pace during breaks or down periods, and separate
RESET buttons for both the GOAL and ACTUAL
displays.  The AE-503DX2 can be located up to 2000
feet from the display.

Used with your Computer or PLC

The "GOAL" and "ACTUAL" counts can be sent via
RS232 from your Computer or PLC to the display, up to
2000 feet away. Uses the same data signal as the
popular AE Series Option 354 Displays. The AE-503DX2
is not required for this system.

Stand-Alone System
With Option AE-OPT-503DX2 installed, the display
can be operated as a stand-alone device.  All the
programmable features of the AE-503DX2 are built-In.
Remote switches or controls  such as phot-electrics
or PLC outputs are required for the COUNT and
RESET inputs.

AE26/2-503C    Double-Sided, Dual line Display with Six
2.3" Super Bright Red LED Digits per line and a NEMA
12 enclosure with eyehooks (20"W x 16"H x 8"D).
AE-503DX2    Controller with COUNT and RESET push
button switches and two sets of push-wheel switches for
programming the GOAL and ACTUAL presets  (6.2"W x
8.2"H x 4"D)

AE-OPT-503DX2    Provides Built-In GOAL and ACTUAL
controller for the AE26-503C and AE26/2-503C displays.

120 VAC, 60 Hz power is
standard.  Optional power

is available

TWO YEAR WARRANTY


